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Abstract: The virtual reality is applied to the study of drivers' visibility in traffic scene, which helps to study design
specifications effected by the virtual visual, and to provide basis for decision making to improve the fidelity of virtual scene.
Various objective and subjective factors are analyzed which affect driver's visibility during their driving, the visibility evaluation
system is built which impacts the virtual traffic legibility, and a virtual traffic scene is built with the use of software 3ds Max. The
drivers are invited to do some driving simulation experiments, fill out questionnaires, and then with the help of spss16.0 software
for the experimental data analysis, and do some visual changes based on the results of the questionnaire related. The experiment
is repeated twice to get the best visual scene; and finally an legibility evaluation model is established based on the improved
integrated transport scene. Some comprehensive evaluations are made about three sets of virtual traffic visibility scene which
provides a reference basis for the future establishment of a virtual traffic scene. According to the validation on the experimental
data of questionnaire and model, the analysis on influencing factors about the virtual traffic scene legibility is resulted: roads and
marking, signage, landscaping, pedestrian and bicycle, maps and textures, scale, age, etc., all of which set a greater impact on
legibility. The modified experiences on perspective, textures, lighting and shading effects, as well as related models' color, the
legibility is improved significantly, but the effect of the interaction between the various factors cannot be ignored. Compared to
the original value, the secondary questionnaire is more satisfied. Establishment and optimization of the virtual scene have a very
important reference to the visual design of virtual traffic and road transport facilities.
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Traffic Scene, Legibility, Simulation Driving Experiment, Legibility Model

1. Introduction
The traffic scene based on virtual reality can imitate the real
scene realistically, and the parameters in the scene can be
modified repeatedly, which greatly saves the project cost, and
is helpful to the study of driver dynamic vision [1], as well as
modify the parameters of the scene repeatedly. Through the
pilot visual search behavior model of experimental research,
Ma Yong studied the font and speed of the driver's visual
characteristics and other factors [2]. Lin studied the variation
of visible distance of traffic signs under adverse light
conditions [3]. Masamarty of Israel studied the visual search
of drivers based on digitally covered images of traffic scenes
[4]. Jane Reverse-Halbrook of Canada studied the audiovisual
load of drivers in different traffic environments and the effects
of drivers' eyeball movement characteristics on different
driving loads [5]. Many studies on visual recognition are only
focused on a single factor such as road markings. They tend to

focus on the driver's visual search, cognitive load, visual
perception behavior and other aspects. And the research on
visual recognition is mainly focused on the following aspects:
visual search, cognitive load, visual perception behavior and
so on. In the research of visual recognition, it is rarely
involved in the analysis and weight determination of the
various factors in the entire virtual scene, and there are few
comprehensive evaluation models used to judge the visual
recognition of virtual traffic. The above comprehensive factor
analysis and evaluation model are very important for the study
of visual identity.
In this paper, on the basis of setting up the virtual scene,
the author modifies the parameters of the virtual scene and
generates different scenes for the experimenter to evaluate.
Finally, through the experiment, the author obtain the
optimal scene and establish a comprehensive traffic visual
perception evaluation model to verify the accuracy of the
test.
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2. Legibility Analysis
The legibility of traffic scenes is generally used to describe the
driver's perception of the scene information. There are two kinds
of influencing factors on visual perception: subjective factors of
drivers and objective factors of traffic scenes. In the aspect of the
driver, the writer mainly analyzes the attention theory of the
driver in the process of driving [6], and studies the driver's
attention characteristics from the point of view of the driver's
attention traits. The main factors influencing drivers' attention are:
age, driving age, personality, driving habits, mood, physical
condition, fatigue and so on. In the aspect of traffic scene, the
establishment of virtual traffic scene is realized by using
corresponding software. The main influencing factors of visual
fidelity of virtual traffic scene are road and line marking,
signboard, signal lamp monitoring, building, pedestrian and
bicycle, vehicle, greening, sky, color, shape, size, style, complex
process, texture, lighting, shading effect, proportion, visual
distance, LED level of detail, texture processing and so on.

3. Construction of Index System of
Influencing Factors of Legibility
Perception
To construct the index system of drivers and traffic visual
perception factors, we should consider both driver factors and
virtual visual factors. According to the principles of
systematic, hierarchy and maneuverability, the index set of
visual perception should be determined. After that, the
ambiguous and repetitive indicators are deleted to retain the
professional indicators generally accepted by the industry, so
as to obtain a complete, high-quality and accurate visual
recognition indicators. Finally, according to the expert
experience and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to determine
the weight of the index, the final evaluation index system [7].
The indicator system of visual recognition is as follows:

Table 1. Legibility evaluation index system.
Primary Index

Secondary Index

Inherent Attribute
Driver
Influence Characteristics

Models

3Ds Max Setting

Model Characteristics

Overall Visual Layout

Optimization Technology

4. Traffic Visual Perception Evaluation
Model
The comprehensive evaluation is mainly based on the
following model [8]: R=E × P. R is the result vector of
comprehensive evaluation, P is the weight vector of each
index, E is the evaluation matrix of each index.
4.1. The Method of Determining the Weight Vector P.
4.1.1. Calculation of Weight Vectors
Hypothesis matrix

Third Index
Age
Driving Age
Personality
Driving Habits
Mood
Fatigue
Road and Line Marking
Signboard
Signal Lamp Monitoring
Building
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Vehicle
Greening
Color
Shape
Size
Texture
Lighting and Shading Effect
Proportion
Visual Distance
Visual Angle and Height
Visual Distance
Map Processing

A = [aij ] , B = [bij ] , C = [cij ] , A, B, C ∈ R m×n

.

If it is a consistent matrix, a transitive matrix, and a
transitive matrix.
n

J (C ) =

n

∑∑ (c

ij

− bij )2

i −1 j −1

Then C is the optimal transfer matrix.
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bij = ln aij (i , j = 1, 2,..., n ) , cij =

1
n

n

∑ (b

ik

− b jk ) , aij = e

The resulting matrix is m × n .

Using the "minimum variance method" that is to say, to
assume an optimal weight

 j1* j2*
 1 j1
2
D =  j1
⋯ ⋯
 m m
 j1 j2

2

m

=

kj

 c1* c2*
1
 1
C =  c1 c2
⋯ ⋯
 m m
 c1 c2

− w j )2

k =1 j =1

The derivation of the upper form is derived and transformed
into:

 n

(bkj − w j )2
 j =1
Ck = 
2
 m n
(bkj − w j )

 k =1 j =1

∑

∑∑




;




ck : The relative proportion of the weight error of the first
individual at the time of the assessment, the smaller the better,
and therefore:
1 λk =
dk =
;
ck

dk
m

∑d

4.1.3. Weight of Composite Indicators
The weight of the composite index can be determined by
V = λ B = (ν 1 ,ν 2 ,....,ν n ) ; λ = (λ1 , λ2 ,...., λn ) , v j —The
combined weight of the j-th indicator.
4.2 Determination of Judgement Matrix E

ξ1 (2) ⋯ ξ1 ( n ) 
ξ2 (2) ⋯ ξ 2 (n ) 
⋯

⋱

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

cn* 
cn1 
⋯ 

cn m 

{C*} = [c1* , c2* ,..., cn* ] is a sequence of reference numbers.;
{C *} = [c1i , c2i ,..., cn i ] s a comparative sequence..
Finally, according to the formula:

ξi ( k ) =

min max ck * − ck i + ρ max min ck * − ck i
i

k

i

ck − ck + ρ max min
*

i

i

k

k
ck *

− ck i

;

It wil calculate E.
ξi ( k ) is the correlation coefficient of the kk index in the
first questionnaire.
Through R = E × P , Calculate the size of each party's case
value R, and draw out the order of the advantages and
disadvantages of each scheme [8].

k

k =1

ξ1 (1)
ξ (1)
E= 2
 ⋯
ξm (1)

jn* 
jn1 
⋯ 

jn m 

jk i (i = 1, 2,..., n) is the original value of the k-th indicator of
the i-th questionnaire.
The second step: the dimensionless process of "extreme
difference" is carried out, and the matrix is transformed from
D to C.

n

∑∑ (b

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

jk * (k = 1, 2,..., n) is the optimal value for the k-th indicator;

W = ( w1 , w2 ,...wn )
D = B −W

cij

k −1

It will calculate the weight vector.
This method effectively overcomes the shortcomings that
the judgment matrix in the traditional AHP is modified
repeatedly and the consistency is not easy to be satisfied, and
improves the calculation efficiency.
4.1.2. Methodology for Determining the Weight of Experts
Hypothesis: there are n indicators, m experts, experts assess
the importance of indicators B1 , B2 ,..., Bn .
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⋯



ξm (2) ⋯ ξ m ( n ) 

ξm(k) is the correlation coefficient between the k th index
and the k optimal index in the m th questionnaire.
The first step is to construct the judgment matrix D.

5. Legibility Experiment of Virtual
Traffic
5.1. Purpose of the Experiment
Based on the research of drivers' traffic visual attention,
it is used to analyze the influence of traffic characteristics
or indexes on drivers' visual perception with a set of
virtual traffic scenes constructed by 3DS Max software.
The main work of this paper is as follows: using 3DS Max
software to construct a group of virtual traffic scenes to
explore the influence weight of visual perception of
drivers in virtual scene design; finding out the satisfaction
degree of drivers to each factor of traffic visual
recognition to explore which factors have significant
influence on visual recognition; and modifying
unsatisfactory factors. The specific optimal index value of
each traffic feature is determined to make the visual
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recognition optimal [9].

5.4. Experimental Methods

5.2. Design of Virtual Traffic Scenes

The driver respectively numbered 1-100. After the virtual
scene was introduced into the analog driver, according to the
same set of traffic scenes, each driver was arranged to carry
out experiments in turn to drive the vehicle along the road to
the destination in the virtual scene. And fill out the
questionnaire after driving.
According to the questionnaire, the relevant traffic
characteristic parameters were modified and the traffic scenes
were reconstructed. After 30 minutes, two or three
experiments were carried out to repeat the previous process,
and the optimal traffic scenes were constructed according to
the driver's evaluation [11]. Finally, the 1-100 pilot
experimental table is sorted out as the basis for the analysis
of the later experimental data [12].

In order to study the influence of virtual scene recognition
on drivers, a section of road in Zibo was selected, and 3DS
Max was used to complete the modeling of virtual scene, and
then the model was introduced into the driving simulator
[10].

5.5. Experimental Data Processing.

Figure 1. Virtual traffic scene plot.

5.3. Laboratory Personnel
A total of 100 people, including 20 bus company
professional drivers, 20 private car drivers, the other people
are school staff and students.

By establishing the evaluation model of traffic visual
perception, the optimal value of the evaluation index is
determined, and the dimensionless treatment and the weight are
determined to evaluate each index comprehensively [13], and
then the results of the three experimental questionnaires are
input into the model. Finally, the evaluation results are analyzed
[14]. The results of the weights for each indicator are as follows:

Table 2. Weight of each index.
Primary Index Weight

Secondary Index Weight
Inherent Attribute 0.55

Driver 0.21
Influence Characteristics 0.45

Models 0.20

3Ds Max setting 0.79

Model Characteristics 0.19

Overall Visual Layout 0.32

Optimization Technology 0.29

Third Index
Age C1
Driving Age C2
Personality C3
Driving Habits C4
Mood C5
Fatigue C6
Road and Line Marking C7
Signboard C8
Signal Lamp Monitoring C9
Building C10
Pedestrian and Bicycle C11
Vehicle C12
Greening C13
Color C14
Shape C15
Size C16
Texture C17
Lighting and Shading Effect C18
Proportion C19
Visual Distance C20
Visual Angle and Height C21
Visual Distance C22
Map Processing C23

Comprehensive Weight
0.21
0.02
0.32
0.04
0.47
0.05
0.21
0.02
0.33
0.03
0.46
0.05
0.22
0.05
0.17
0.03
0.18
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.14
0.02
0.12
0.02
0.09
0.01
0.60
0.09
0.40
0.06
0.12
0.03
0.25
0.06
0.09
0.02
0.10
0.05
0.19
0.05
0.15
0.04
0.02
0.02
1.00
0.23

The correlation coefficients for the indicators are as follows:
Table 3. The correlation coefficient of every index.
Correlation Coefficients
ζ1

Raw Data
0.000

First Modification
0.000

Second Modification
0.000

ζ2

0.000

0.000

0.000
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Correlation Coefficients
ζ3

Raw Data
0.000

First Modification
0.000

Second Modification
0.000

ζ4

0.000

0.000

0.000

ζ5

0.800

1.000

0.333

ζ6

1.000

1.000

0.307

ζ7

0.333

0.487

0.644

ζ8

0.333

0.580

0.351

ζ9

0.333

0.333

1.000

ζ 10

0.333

1.000

1.000

ζ 11

0.600

1.000

1.000

ζ 12

0.381

0.333

0.333

ζ 13

0.333

1.000

0.867

ζ 14

0.389

0.619

1.000

ζ 15

0.333

1.000

0.379

ζ 16

0.333

0.333

1.000

ζ 17

0.333

1.000

0.714

ζ 18

1.000

0.474

0.333

ζ 19

0.333

0.714

1.000

ζ 20

0.333

1.000

0.373

ζ 21

0.333

1.000

1.000

ζ 22

0.333

0.444

1.000

So we get the judgment matrix:

0.0000 0.0000 0.3333
E3 =  ⋮
⋮
⋮
;
0.3333 0.4444 1.0000 
P 3 = ( 0.21,0.32 ,0.47 ,0.21,0.33,0.46 ,0.22 ,0.17 ,0.18,0.08,0.14 ,0.12 ,0.09 , R = E × P , R = 0.5039 0.5782 0.6122
[
].
0.60 ,0.40 ,0.12 ,0.25,0.09 ,0.20 ,0.19 ,0.15,1 )
To sum up, according to the correlation degree in R, we
can draw the conclusion that the second modification
scheme is more satisfactory than the original data scheme
and the first modification scheme in the above three
schemes [15].

6. Conclusion
Based on the subjective situation of driver's own factors
and the objective situation of setting up relevant indexes of
constructing scene, an index system that affects the
evaluation of driver's virtual scene recognition is established,
which is based on the analysis of the objective situation of
the setting of relevant indexes of constructing scene.
The weight and influence of each factor of the visual
recognition optimal scene are analyzed in the experiment.
Single factor analysis: the traffic visual perception has a
significant impact on the indicators which are: roads and
signs, greening, motor vehicles, stickers and textures, driving
age. Factor analysis results will be basically classified into
eight categories of indicators, and AHP to determine the
weight of a small amount of difference, in the accepted range.
After the experiment is modified, the correlation analysis is

done, and the mutual influence of each index with the
modification is analyzed.
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